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Install game board and gong on a wall.

Place the game pieces in a
column on the left side of the
TEAM GOALS section, in the
following order.

(see separate instructions)

Put it in a conspicuous place. Great if
customers can also see it!

B

Enter cause info on the board.
*Use a dry erase marker.
Permanent markers work, but it might
take some elbow grease to remove!
*Multiple Location Play The information below
will be exactly the same on each board.
The entire agency strives to hit the one
Cause Goal amount.
WHO WE ARE HELPING - Person's name,
family's name, or people with particular issue,
disability, or illness
WHAT THEY NEED - Something specific that
the funds will be used towards if the Goal
amount is reached
GOAL - Amount applies to the entire campaign
length. Limit the campaign length to 3 months
or less, changing the WHO and/or WHAT for
each campaign
PRIOR RAISED - Total amount raised from recommendations only, prior to the
current month
CURRENT MONTH - The total amount raised in
the current month from previous week totals.
This is to be updated once per week
MONTH - Current month name
END DATE - Campaign end date
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Player Game Piece Color Selection
Game pieces of one color are going to remain on
each player's desks until used.

Two Ways to Select Color.
Method #1

Use the Color Captain feature at
agentsofchangegame.com to have the
COLOR select YOU!

Method #2

Shortest player selects first, with next shortest
then selecting, and so on. Players of equal
height break the tie with a 50-yard race in the
parking lot.
Write the player's name next to appropriately
colored game piece.
If there are more than 7 players in an office,
then two players team-up on one color.

P L A Y
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T H E

The goal must be equal to or of greater value than
the monthly Minimum Goal established using the
Goal Guide.

G A M E

Establish Monthly Individual Minimum
Goal and select prizes.

• Write down each goal amount in $ below each
player's name
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Use the Goal Guide and Prize Picker
features of the online application to
calculate the minimum goals and to help
determine the prizes!
Monthly Individual Prize: At the end of the month, all
team members that have exceeded the
monthly Minimum Goal, which will be established in the
next step, will get a chance to win the prize.
The more $ each player raises, the better their chances
of winning it!
Cause Team Prize: At the end of the Cause
Campaign, the entire team will receive
the team prize.
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Mark an X on calendar days that don't
exist in the current month.
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Is a Volunteering event scheduled?

• In order, each player commits to their own
individual goal for donation amount, based on recommendations, that they will help to raise for for the cause
that month.
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• Add the new Weekly Total amount to the Current
Month total. Be sure to include the Weekly Totals
from other locations playing.

10 Distribute prizes.

• Monthly Individual Prize: If multiple players reached the minimum goal, use the
Winner Spinner feature online to select a
winner based on their weighted totals.

Volunteering at organizations associated
with causes often leads to successful
cause campaigns.
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Is a Rally Day scheduled?

If so, place the gold game piece on that day.
Wait until a week or two prior to the end of
a campaign to see if you need an extra
boost. If so, schedule a Rally Day towards
the end of the month and don't go home
until you reach your goal!
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After each week concludes, update
the following:

• Enter the amount raised in the Weekly Totals box

If so, place the silver Volunteering game piece on
the day it's scheduled.

Increase the Community Cause Goal
Remaining to improve prizes!

Enter monthly goal for each player.

When you hear the gong, other team members should use the opportunity to bring up
the cause with customers currently on
phone or in office!

Distribute game pieces.

Each game piece represents a single recommendation and the agency's donation amount.

• Team Cause: [Prize]
ie. Team Cause: Free Lunch In-Office
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• Bang the gong!

Each player should receive their color game
pieces in an amount equal to the number they
need to hit their individual goal that month.

On the Prize area of the board,
write down:
• Monthly Individual:
$ [Minimum Goal] - [Prize] x [# of Prizes]
ie. Monthly Individual: $80 - Macy's Gift Card ($60) x 1

If you've already placed all your game pieces,
either remove extra game pieces of your color
from the box, or write your initials on the day with
the amount. ie. BK $10

• Team Cause Prize: If the Campaign End Date has
been reached and the Prior Raised + Current
Month total meets or exceeds the Cause Goal,
each team member receives the Team Cause Prize!
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Play again for your new Cause
Campaign!
Did you hit your goals?
Then be proud...your efforts not only
benefitted you, they benefitted the entire
agency, and bettered the lives of others!

Get a recommendation and quote the
person recommended.

Consider raising the goal and prizes for the
next game.

• Immediately after recommendation is quoted,
take a distributed game piece and place onto the
appropriate day on the board.

Did you fall short of your goals?
Use that as motivation to improve on the
next game.

